AV/CV Ratio for Intraaneurysmal Embolization
the aneurysm maximum diameter and neck size.
Therefore, we suggest that the AV/CV ratio may be a
useful measurement for predicting the success of intraaneurysmal embolization, particularly for widenecked aneurysms, based on whether coils can be
placed in a stable position within the aneurysm
dome. Confirmation requires further examination
by a comprehensive study.
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Commentary
The authors present an interesting analysis of a novel
aneurysm morphology index as a predictor of the
feasibility of endosaccular coil embolization of unruptured broad necked internal carotid artery
aneurysms. The aneurysm volume/virtual column
volume (AC/CV) ratio seemed to be a good predictor
of technical success of endosaccular coil embolization
in a small cohort of cases. Of course the number of
cases is small and the aneurysm selection quite narrow, mostly smaller lesions, and complete data on the
aneurysms was not provided to compare with previously suggested indices in the literature. Positive
predictive values and negative predictive values are
not analyzed statistically. Hopefully these more
rigorous analyses will be done as the authors acquire
larger experience in a more diverse aneurysm cohort.
Technical success as measured by volume embolization ratio (VER) À20% is an arbitrary criterion,
without any proven correlation with clinically successful results, i.e. prevention of growth, coil compaction, retreatment and/or bleeding. Techniques of
balloon assisted embolization, and stent enforced
coiling are now more commonly used for such broad
necked aneurysms especially at the internal carotid
artery, and the relevance of the AC/CV ratio in
those techniques is not known. We continue to caution against the use of endosaccular coiling of unruptured aneurysm cases where clipping is relatively straightforward (ophthalmic, posterior communicating segment, etc.), since any coiling of unruptured aneurysms is associated with prospective
bleed rates which approximate or are worse than the
natural history (1–2% post coiling hemorrhages in
most published series), a rate much higher than
reported in any clipping series.
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Matsumoto et al. present a new predictor for dense
packing during coil embolization for intracranial
aneurysms with the help of 3D angiography. 3D angiography provides a new insight in the diagnosis and
treatment of intracranial aneurysms, and aneurysm
volume/virtual column volume is one of such benefits
provided by this tool. We expect other valuable
parameters to be derived from this predictor.
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